Balanced parental contribution to the ABL component of the BCR-ABL gene in chronic myeloid leukemia.
Genomic imprinting has recently been associated with the reciprocal t(9;22) chromosome translocation of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML). This translocation gives rise to a 22q-, or Philadelphia (Ph), chromosome and a derivative 9q+. Based on heterochromatin polymorphisms, it was reported that the former is of maternal and the latter of paternal origin in every case of CML. This parental bias led to the hypothesis that the genes disrupted by the translocation, BCR and ABL, were themselves imprinted, and that in CML the BCR-ABL gene was formed by BCR sequences of maternal and ABL sequences of paternal origin. We have identified a BstNl restriction fragment length polymorphism in the ABL coding sequence which enabled us to investigate directly the expression and inheritance of the two ABL alleles in heterozygous CML patients. Amplification of the specific BCR-ABL and normal ABL mRNA messages by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction in these patients showed that the ABL moiety of the BCR-ABL gene has an even chance of being the paternal or the maternal copy. We conclude therefore that there is no parental bias in the origin of the translocated ABL gene and no evidence for genomic imprinting of ABL in CML.